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“Celebrity Edge to take guests on Magic Carpet ride” - Travel Weekly
“This New $5 Billion Class of Cruise Ships Exceeds the Boundaries of Innovation” - Architectural Digest
“This New Cruise Ship Suite Will Have a Better View Than the Captain Does” - Condé Nast Traveler
“Celebrity Bets Big on Outdoor Spaces for New Cruise Ship” - Skift
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Celebrity Edge Design
“Celebrity Cruises is committed to delivering the very best

We selected a globally renowned design team whose
fresh perspectives helped us leave traditional thinking in
our wake and make a bold, modern luxury statement.

in luxury design. Their attention to the overall experience,
the level of detail and care, that is what really stood out for

SCOTT BUTLER, AIA

PATRICIA URQUIOLA

Scott and Wilson Butler Architects have been a

Patricia studied architecture at the worldrenowned Madrid Polytechnic and Milan
Polytechnic. Her talents have earned her a long
list of international honors and awards, and many
of her designs are displayed in some of the most
prestigious museums in the world. She created
the stunning interior of one of our main dining
venues—Cyprus Restaurant.

ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN FOR EDEN

me. I love the idea that we can travel beautifully, and that
every moment of the experience—from start to finish—is

design partner with Celebrity Cruises since the

exceptional. That’s what Celebrity Edge is all about.”

outset of the Millennium® Class ships. Scott

						—Nate Berkus

Solstice® Class ships, designing iconic spaces,

and his firm were also Master Planners in the
including the Grand Foyer, the Panoramic Lifts,
the Shopping Arcade, and more. Scott’s success
is the result of his collaborative style and the

ARCHITECT/DESIGNER

collaborative tools that he’s developed.

NATE BERKUS

EDGE TRAVEL AMBASSADOR
As part of an exclusive partnership, design icon Nate Berkus was brought on board as
the Edge Travel Ambassador for our newest class of ships. With his global aesthetic,
forward-thinking style, and distinctive personality, Nate is the perfect fit to showcase
Celebrity Cruises cutting-edge innovation and breathtaking design.

KELLY HOPPEN, MBE

TOM WRIGHT OF WKK

Renowned international designer Kelly Hoppen
brings her deceptively simple, warm, harmonious
design sense to the accommodations, The
Retreat, Luminae at The Retreat, and The Spa.
When asked what drew her to the project,
Hoppen says, “It was exciting to explore the
precise balance between the excitement of travel
and the comfort of a luxurious personal space.”

“In the port or at sea, Celebrity Edge stands

INTERIOR DESIGNER

OUTDOOR PUBLIC SPACES

out with its forward-thinking, transformational
modern design,” says architect Tom Wright.
World-renowned for his striking creations like the
Burj Al Arab Hotel in Dubai, Wright was the clear
choice to lead the charge on designing open
decks and the distinct exterior profile.
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A SEA CHANGE IN THE ART OF RELAXATION
Introducing The Spa on Celebrity Edge
Whether you want to clear your mind, fine-tune your body,
reinvigorate your spirit—or all of the above—The Spa on Celebrity
Edge is the unparalleled escape you deserve. Its design rivals any
of the leading spas in the world. Its technological innovations
take “me time” boldly into the future. And its groundbreaking
industry firsts offer you advanced ways to look and feel your best
on holiday. But the most revolutionary secret of The Spa is the
simplest thing of all—nature.

We’ve infused nature into every moment of your experience at
The Spa. From the bespoke blended essences wafting through
the air to therapies and treatments harnessing naturally soothing
and restorative properties, The Spa is the foundation for a
wellness journey like no other. It’s everything you’d expect on
a ship designed to create a greater connection between you,
the sea, and the breathtaking world beyond.

DESIGNING A LUXURIOUS SANCTUARY
FOR THE MODERN TRAVELLER
To create an environment that was both in harmony with nature and
undeniably opulent, world-renowned designer Kelly Hoppen used warm
and neutral tones, rich textures, and natural materials. The result is an
atmosphere that soothes your soul and envelops you in luxury from the
minute you enter The Spa.
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The Spa on Celebrity Edge introduces
an array of ahh-inspiring firsts

Total relaxation—by the
numbers
124 treatments and therapies available

Celebrity Cruises’ first Thermal Suite, an evolution of our popular Persian Garden,
featuring eight distinctive therapeutic experiences
Celebrity Cruises’ first collection of ELEMIS BIOTEC facials
A speciality table collection that’s unrivaled at sea, including the first MLW
Amphibia® table on a ship and the first WellMassage 4D® table and MLX
Quartz® table in our fleet

15 services from Ideal Image Ocean,
The Advanced MedSpa
31 dedicated spa therapists
23 treatment rooms, including 1 couples suite
3 high-tech treatment tables

The first Ideal Image® Ocean, The Advanced MedSpa, at sea
The first ever Kérastase® Institute at sea, one of the few salons in the world to
receive this designation
Even more Celebrity Cruises’ firsts in The Fitness Centre, including hot yoga,
Technogym® Group Cycle, cardio boxing, and the first Bungee Fit ever offered at sea
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Eight distinct experiences
One incredible place to relax
The Hammam is our modern take on the
traditional Turkish bath, decked out in sleek
marble and gorgeous mosaic tiles. This quiet
retreat invites you to loosen muscles with
a body polish and soak that will leave you
glowing and relaxed.

Feel lighter than air in the Float Room, as you
swing into a meditative sleep, cocooned
in floating basket chairs. Floor-to- ceiling
windows offer stunning views of the sea,
keeping you connected to the water as you
reach new heights of restfulness.

Sit down, relax, and take a deep healing breath
in the Salt Room. This simulated salt cave
environment is believed to help treat a variety
of respiratory and skin conditions.

Right next to the floating chairs and offering
the same panoramic views are our heated
tile loungers, making this space the perfect
zen zone to relax after your treatments. Lie
down, stretch out, and let the soothing warmth
radiate through your body.

Soothe your senses in the Steam Room.
The moist heat is believed to open up your
airways, and toxins seem to melt away from
your body as you sweat.

Thermal Suite

What’s more renewing than a spring shower?
Step into the Rainfall Water Therapy Room
pre- or post-treatment. Simulated rain
showers—ranging from warm to cool,
from light drops to a waterfall—massage the
body, invigorate your soul, and wash away
your worries.

In the Infrared Sauna Room, state-of- the-art
technology heats the air to calm the body
and relieve stress, releasing feel-good
endorphins. The infrared lighting system
offers many of the benefits of natural sunlight
without the damaging effects.

A truly spa-inspired holiday
from the massage table to
the dining table
When you stay in our signature AquaClass staterooms,
you’ll not only enjoy unlimited access to the Thermal Suite
but also complimentary dining in our Blu restaurant, a
personal spa concierge, and soothing touches throughout
your stateroom, from aromatherapy diffusers to pillow menus.

In our luminous Crystalarium Room, a gentle
warmth exudes from the natural stone walls,
and an amethyst crystal serves as the conduit
for natural healing energy.

At the heart of The Spa on Celebrity Edge is the Thermal Suite, a playground for the senses where
connecting with your fellow spa-goers is as central to the experience as time alone to focus on yourself.
Guests staying in AquaClass® will enjoy complimentary access to the Thermal Suite. Its eight distinct
experiences draw their inspiration from nature.
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Therapies and
spa treatments
Choose from a number of enticing options inspired by nature’s most rejuvenating
elements, each one ending with the mellow tones of sound therapy. Our therapies and
signature treatments include the Salt Stone Therapy, ELEMIS Thousand Flower Detox Wrap,
and Thai Herbal Poultice Massage—just to name a few. Our treatments combine the restorative
natural elements of sea, earth, and air with the most state-of-the-art technology available.

The future of “me time”
has arrived
ELEMIS BIOTEC facials

WellMassage 4D table

MLW Amphibia table

MLX Quartz table

We’re also thrilled to offer our first collection of ELEMIS BIOTEC facials,
which use the latest and most advanced facial technology to help increase
your skin’s natural cellular energy. Oxygen, light therapy, and galvanic stimuli
switch your skin back “on.” Choose from eight groundbreaking BIOTEC skin
therapies focused on anti-aging, skin pigmentation and brightening, and
regular care and maintenance.

Celebrity Edge is the first ship ever to feature this water-filled treatment
table that adapts to your unique anatomy for the ultimate in comfort.
Colour therapy lighting customises the experience and sets your mood
as you settle in for an Aroma Spa Seaweed Massage.

Introducing a first in our fleet, this award-winning treatment table uses
breakthrough technology to deliver a deeper and more relaxing massage.
Surrender to a feeling of weightlessness while enjoying the seamlessly
choreographed Zero Gravity Immersion Massage.

Another first in our fleet, this unique treatment table features warm crystals
that mold and shape around your body, helping to release muscle tension
and promote a deeper state of relaxation. Lie down for a Hot Mineral Body
Boost or Poultice-Powered Muscle Release.
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ELEMIS
Retail Therapy
Continue your experience at The Spa even after you return
home—with the same luxurious ELEMIS products we use in
our therapies and spa treatments on board. Our interactive
ELEMIS Ingredient Wall will show you the advanced science
and natural ingredients behind our luxurious line of ELEMIS
products and give you expert recommendations.

Ideal Image Ocean,
The Advanced MedSpa
There’s nothing like coming home from holiday looking better than when you left. So, when it
came to offering unrivaled cosmetic treatments on Celebrity Edge, we turned to the leading
experts in the field. Introducing Ideal Image Ocean, The Advanced MedSpa—a first at sea.
Ideal Image Ocean, The Advanced MedSpa, will feature Dysport® Wrinkle Treatments,
Restylane® Dermal Filler Treatments, and Thermage® CPT. We’re also proud to offer
CoolSculpting®, a non-surgical fat-reduction procedure—with little to no downtime. Everyone
back home will want to know your secret to looking so fabulous. But our lips are sealed.
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The Barber Shop
We know that today’s modern luxury man wants to
look impeccable down to every detail. That’s why
we created The Barber Shop at The Spa. Kelly
Hoppen’s use of warm tones and rich natural
materials create a perfectly inviting space for
a sleek cut and a fresh shave before you hit
the Martini Bar.

Kérastase Institute
We’re thrilled to be partnering with Kérastase, one of the world’s most advanced luxury haircare brands, to
create the ultimate salon experience at The Spa. Not only will this be the first Kérastase Institute at sea, but
it’s one of the few salons in the world to receive this designation. Using advanced technology, the experts at
the Kérastase Institute can diagnose your individual haircare needs and prescribe personalised treatment
options just for you. And of course, you’ll find everything you’d expect from a full-service salon—
manicures, pedicures, you name it. Get ready to turn heads on Evening Chic night.
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Fitness firsts

Hot Yoga
A first on board Celebrity Cruises, this restorative form of
yoga uses a heated environment and variety of props both
to stimulate and relax your mind and body.

RYDE
The next evolution in indoor cycling classes, RYDE®, powered
by Technogym, ups the thrill factor by giving you a real roadcycling sensation and surrounding you in an immersive,
inspirational atmosphere that’s sure to get your adrenaline
and endorphins flowing.

The Fitness Centre
The Fitness Centre on Celebrity Edge will have you looking for any excuse to work out. The latest, state-of-the-art Technogym weight machines and cardio equipment
will challenge you to take your fitness game to the next level. With floor-to-ceiling windows that keep you connected to the sea at all times, you couldn’t ask for more
refreshing views as you work up a sweat. And, if you’re looking for a little more motivation or to try some of the hottest trends in fitness today, we’re introducing new
classes and programmes never before seen on Celebrity Cruises.

Pulse Barre
Challenge yourself to the max and discover why barre is
considered one of the fastest, most effective total body
workouts you can do. Balance is the key to this high-intensity,
low-impact workout.
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Fitness On Demand

The first Fitness on DemandTM programme in our
fleet puts more than 1,200 pulse-pounding workouts
instantly at your fingertips, all led by expert instructors
and perfect for individual or small group workouts.

The Contender

A Celebrity Cruises first, this cardio boxing class will
knock you out (in a good way). Increase your stamina and
strength together in one exhilarating workout.

Peloton

Celebrity Edge is the first ship ever to feature high-tech
Peloton® cycles, which offer the freedom and flexibility of
cycling on your own while taking part in live-streamed classes
that give you the motivation you need to go the extra mile.

Refuel after your workouts and spa treatments with
something fresh and flavourful from The Spa Café
and Juice Bar. You’ll love our creative take on healthy
cuisine, from nourishing salads to nutritious smoothies
and cold-pressed juices.
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Accommodations

“It was exciting to explore the
precise balance between
the excitement of travel and
the comfort of a luxurious
personal space.”
KELLY HOPPEN, MBE
INTERIOR DESIGNER
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Space designed by Kelly Hoppen

Space designed by Kelly Hoppen

Edge stateroom with
Infinite Balcony

Iconic Suite

The most transformational aspect of our stateroom design is the introduction
of the Edge Stateroom with Infinite BalconySM. These incredible rooms take our
standard balcony stateroom and, with the touch of a button, blur—even erase—the
boundaries between inside and outside living space

Brilliant innovation gives you
open air access to the sea
whenever you wish.

Introducing our most luxurious and spacious suites in the fleet, our new Iconic
Suites. Positioned high on top of the ship, above the bridge, the Iconic Suites offer
sweeping, panoramic views from front to back. Each suite boasts 2 bedrooms and
2 bathrooms and more than 2,500 opulent square feet, including the expansive
outdoor space.

Space designed by Kelly Hoppen

For the ultimate
in luxur y and indulgence,
there’s no other way to go
than Iconic.
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Space designed by Kelly Hoppen

Space designed by Kelly Hoppen

Penthouse Suite

Edge Villa

Exactly what you’d expect from a Penthouse Suite, these generous residences
indulge you with luxuriously intimate environments that rival the best boutique hotels
in the world. They feature two bedrooms, two bathrooms, a spacious living and dining
area, and a terrace with private hot tub for a grand total of 1,575 square feet.

A luxuriously
intimate environment
that rivals the best
boutique hotels.

These two-story luxury residences are the first of their kind in the fleet. Each offers
a spacious 950 square feet of split-level splendor that seamlessly blends indoor and
outdoor living. With one bedroom and two bathrooms, they’re perfect for up to four
guests. Edge Villas are full of open and airy environments that truly invite the outside
in—and vice versa.

Unique design
seamlessly blends
indoor and outdoor living.
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Iconic Spaces

“The new features
and refined design will
establish a new baseline
for ships from here on out.”
RICHARD D. FAIN

CHAIRMAN AND CEO, ROYAL CARIBBEAN CRUISES LTD.
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Venue designed by Kelly Hoppen

Venue designed by Tom Wright

The Retreat

Magic Carpet

Introducing an exclusive sanctuary designed just for Suite Class guests. The Retreat
elevates pampering to incredible new heights with a personal concierge at The Retreat
Lounge, private dining in Luminae at The Retreat, and a stylish country club vibe at
The Retreat Sundeck, Pool, and Pool Bar. All indulgent. All complimentary. All private
and exclusive to every Suite Class guest.

An exclusive sanctuar y
for ever y Suite Class guest
on board.

The highlight of Celebrity Edge’s outward-facing vision, the Magic Carpet is a monumental
feat of engineering. It’s the world’s first cantilevered, floating platform reaching
exhilarating heights of 13 stories above sea level. The Magic Carpet makes Celebrity
Edge’s sleek profile recognisable from miles away, as it transforms into a new and
exciting venue depending on which deck it’s positioned. Some of the best views aboard
are found here as you soar over the open ocean while you dine, drink, or simply relax.

An outward-facing sanctuar y
that transforms into
four exciting venues.
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Venue designed by Tom Wright

Rooftop Garden by day
One of the most carefree spaces is the Rooftop Garden, a living playscape designed to
awaken the inner-child in all of us. It’s perfect for slowing down, wandering, and daydreaming.
Find a cozy chair, sink in, and get lost in a good book. Sip a refreshing cocktail as you gaze out
over the open ocean. Drift away to the rhythm of live musical performances coming from the
treetop sculptures. Or get caught up in a friendly game of giant chess with fellow guests.
The Rooftop Garden transforms as the sun sets. Under the evening sky, you’ll discover

Rooftop Garden by night
Designed
to awaken
the inner child
in all of us.

unexpected pleasures. Catch a movie at A Taste of Film for an interactive fusion of food and film that will excite
your palate and your imagination. Dance the night away as a live band plays your favourite songs. Or just lie
back on a comfy lounger and gaze up at the sea of stars above you as you glide over the sea below.
11
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Venue designed by Tom Wright

Venue designed by Tom Wright

The Resort Deck

Solarium

The Resort Deck is unlike any other outdoor space at sea—or anywhere. Here, you’ll find endless
ways to enjoy the outdoors and connect with the sea, including the Rooftop Garden, the adultsonly Solarium pool, and the Main Pool—an asymmetrical space surrounded by an outward-facing,
terraced pool deck, so while unwinding poolside, the ocean views become the main focal point.

Discover endless ways
to enjoy the outdoors
and connect with the sea.

On the Resort Deck you’ll also find one of the most popular spots on every Celebrity Cruises’ ship—the
Solarium—a covered pool area where adults can unwind in modern luxury style. The Solarium features
a 3-dimensional art wall that represents the beautiful colours and movement of the ocean. Floor-toceiling views of the breathtaking world beyond complete this stunningly serene escape.

The per fect place
to restore your tan—and
your sanity.
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Eden
This mind-blowing venue is the epitome of Celebrity Edge’s outward-facing
design and will awaken every one of your senses in an atmosphere that
transforms from chillful mornings to playful afternoons to sinful evenings.

Venue designed by Patricia Urquiola and Scott Butler 				

Venue designed by Patricia Urquiola and Scott Butler

Chillful
Eden in the morning is a chillful place. The atmosphere invites you to explore by the
morning light. Every space is open to discovery. Eden Café offers a wide variety of
morning beverages and casual breakfast bites. Bright and airy, the three decks of
windows offer stunning views that connect you to the sea. Cozy Lookout Points are
luxuriously furnished and offer the perfect place to chill—on every level.

Three stories of windows
offer stunning views
that connect you to the sea.
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Venue designed by Patricia Urquiola and Scott Butler

Venue designed by Patricia Urquiola and Scott Butler

Playful

Sinful

Eden in the afternoon is a playful place where a social vibe kicks in. Join cooking classes, learn new
tricks for the tastiest cocktails, and brush up on your wine knowledge with tasting and pairing seminars*.
Atmospheric sounds fill the air and unexpected musical performances begin to awaken your senses even
further. Step up to the Eden Bar for an artisanal cocktail made with fresh ingredients from the herb wall.

Classes, unexpected musical
per formances, and ar tisanal
cocktails kick up the social vibe.

The evening ushers in the ultimate experience in an indulgently sinful fusion of performance art, culinary
treats, and nightlife. The energy turns inward as the outdoor views fade into darkness. Eden at night
is an extravaganza of sensory enchantment and social magic. And, Eden Restaurant offers a unique,
personal culinary journey that will not only thrill your taste buds, but every other sense as well.
*Activities are available at an additional cost.

An indulgently sinful fusion
of per formance ar t,
culinar y treats, and nightlife.
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World-class restaurants
that open your world.

Total restaurants, cafés,
bars, and lounges

4

Main dining
restaurants

We deliver a diverse and authentic culinary journey
on board by turning our focus to the destinations
we visit. Here, we find creative inspiration and
the local ingredients for the visionary recipes our
Michelin-starred chef, Cornelius Gallagher, creates.

2

Exclusive Suite Class &
AquaClass restaurants

7

Our Culinary Guiding Principles:
•
•
•
•

5

Top culinary talent.
Globally-inspired recipes.
Locally-sourced ingredients.
Fresh preparation daily.

Complimentary
dining venues

The best dining experience at sea—period.
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Main Dining Experience

Our goal to open your world through the culinary experiences we provide comes to life
on Celebrity Edge. We redesigned the main dining experience to include not one but four
complimentary, main restaurants—each with a distinctive design and ambience inspired
by a specific region of the world.

Tuscan Restaurant

Normandie Restaurant

Cyprus Restaurant

Cosmopolitan Restaurant

Celebrity Select Plus

Celebrity Edge will have not one, but four great main restaurants. Each restaurant will include
the same signature dishes offered today across the fleet, which change nightly, as our guests
have grown to expect. Plus, each restaurant will also offer a special selection of dishes to
showcase each restaurant’s regional concept. Celebrity Edge will continue to allow guests to
book traditional early and late seating as well as open seating in all four restaurants. More menu
selections, more dining times, and more flexibility than ever before.
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Bars & lounges
39
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Cosmopolitan Restaurant

Tuscan Restaurant

We know our current main dining experience across our fleet is one of the reasons guests sail with us time
and time again. To maintain the essence of that experience on Celebrity Edge, we created the Cosmopolitan
Restaurant—the next evolution of our current main restaurants. The walk-through wine display at the entrance
sets the scene for the cuisine you’ll enjoy here—new American with global influences. With exclusive menus,
discover favourite dishes prepared in exciting ways that make them brand-new favourites again.

Step inside and discover the delicious ambience—a modern classical design inspired by Italian fashion and film.
Savour mouthwatering cuisine inspired by authentic southern Italian eateries. The meals here include Italianinspired dishes, featuring all homemade pastas prepared with a rustic flare. Your taste buds will get a tour of
southern Italy without even stepping ashore.
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Cyprus Restaurant

Normandie Restaurant

Dear to our hearts, this restaurant represents our Greek heritage. We wanted to create a stunning
atmosphere that would represent the Mediterranean fare served here, so we worked with worldrenowned designer, Patricia Urquiola. In Cyprus, the menu’s main focus is seafood and features
simple, clean dishes that celebrate the food and beverages of the Mediterranean region.

With ties to our elegant Murano speciality restaurant on many of our ships and a nostalgic nod to Celebrity
Summit® (wooden panels from the ship are incorporated into the design), Normandie Restaurant features
contemporary French cuisine in a modern, upscale, refined atmosphere that evokes the romance of
springtime in Paris, with a colour palette reminiscent of cherry blossoms in full bloom. Enjoy regional
European wines, deliciously uniquely cocktails, tantalising starters, and mouthwatering entrées.
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Luminae at the Retreat

Blu

Dining on Celebrity Edge is an exclusive affair for our Suite Class guests with access to a private restaurant,
Luminae at The Retreat, the highest-rated restaurant in our fleet. Luminae is sumptuously designed by Kelly
Hoppen and features menus that change daily and are not available in any other restaurant on board.

AquaClass guests will enjoy the exclusive restaurant featuring clean, crisp flavours and inventive cuisine
complemented by an extensive list of sustainable and biodynamic wines. Everything here is undeniably
delicious. Pair all of that with personalised service, inviting surroundings, and natural light, and you have
the fresh and bold experience of Blu.
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Fine Cut Steakhouse

SPECIALITY DINING

We wanted to expand our global culinary expertise even further on Celebrity Edge.
To open the world—and palates—of our savvy travellers even more, we designed
exciting new speciality restaurants found nowhere else at sea.

Discover this upscale dining experience for dinner with service that’s elevated to an art form and a space
that’s warm and inviting with a glamorous palette of rich ruby, amber, and gold design elements. While the
design creates an ambience of sophistication, the cuisine offers up the sizzle—literally. With a wide selection
of the choicest cuts of meat to the freshest, premium seafood, there’s something here for everyone.
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Le Grand Bistro

Le Petit Chef Experience

Inspired by classic French bistros, the mouthwatering sights, scents, and sounds of a bustling boulangeriepatisserie will excite you almost as much as the food itself. The ambience changes from morning to
evening, and you have seating options that range from the planter-edged sidewalk to the inner café with
stunning views of the sea. So, every time you eat here, it’s a whole new experience.

Using innovative technology created by Skullmapping and presented by TableMation Studios, we’re bringing
your tabletop to life in Le Grand Bistro with Le Petit Chef—an animated character who appears beside your
plate and prepares each course you’ll be enjoying right in front of you before you’re served the actual dish.
It’s an immersive, mind-blowing fusion of entertainment and dining like nothing you’ve experienced before.
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Raw on Five

Magic Carpet

Using both raw and refined elements with earth tones, pearlescent accents, and natural textures,
we’ve created a sophisticated yet approachable restaurant. The dramatic raw bar display at the
entrance showcases an abundance of oysters, crab, and lobsters to choose from. The menu, also
available at the Magic Carpet when positioned on deck 5, will feature more casual offerings like
Shrimp Salad, our signature Lobster Roll and sushi and sashimi prepared by our expert sushi chefs.

When on Deck 5, Magic Carpet is an open-air extension of Raw on 5. Here you’ll find an airy, casual
seafood restaurant offering select Raw on 5 favourites as well as its own unique menu. When these two
restaurants meet, it’s the perfect pairing for an unforgettable al fresco dining experience as you glide
over the glistening water below.
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Rooftop Garden Grill

Eden Restaurant

Whether enjoying lunch or dining under the stars, the Rooftop Garden Grill is nestled perfectly in its
own delicious corner of the Rooftop Garden. Discover the ultimate in outdoor eateries where you’re
surrounded by the open sky and the most incredible ocean views around while you savour gourmet
backyard BBQ favourites.

Enter a place where dining is taken to new and exciting places. Eden restaurant features a lively, open air
kitchen and menus that deliver sensory and experiential dishes served by performance artists we call
Edenists. Here, you’ll let your inhibitions go and set your senses free with innovatively mouthwatering
specialities inspired by nature.
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BARS & LOUNGES
There’s so much to say about the new dining experiences aboard Celebrity Edge, but we haven’t forgotten
some of the tried-and-true popular favourites, including Café al Bacio, the Pool Bar, the Casino Bar, the
Theatre Bar, and the ever-popular Sunset Bar. They’re all here, waiting to serve up hand-crafted cocktails
and ice cold craft brews or healthy snacks and juices you need to replenish after a day at the spa or pool.

Eden Café

COMPLIMENTARY DINING
We’ve expanded the dining opportunities in main dining with four new restaurants, and we’ve extended
the complimentary dining selection across Celebrity Edge, as well. From the new Eden Café to the popular
Oceanview Café and Mast Grill, there’s every opportunity to please your palate morning, noon, and night.

BARS

LOUNGES

The Martini Bar

The Retreat Lounge

Eden Bar

Café Al Bacio

The Retreat Pool Bar

The Club

Sunset Bar
The Pool Bar
Grand Plaza Café
Eden Café
Oceanview Café
The Spa Café and Juice Bar

Il Secondo Bacio
The Casino Bar
The Theatre Bar

Mast Grill
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The Meeting Place
Transformational in every way, The Meeting Place on Celebrity Edge leaves conventional venues back on
shore. This event space offers brilliant sea views and flexible layouts on a ship that inspires. Configure the
1,970-square-foot facility to meet any need, with comfortable seating for general sessions, conferences,
classrooms, banquets, or cocktails. Soundproof dividers allow multiple activities at once, and the fully
equipped pantry with bar makes it easy to serve food and beverages—perfect for parties.

Spectacular conferences,
weddings, and reunions
unfold here.

Venue designed by Patricia Urquiola and Scott Butler

Advanced audiovisual systems—from wireless microphones to a mini sound board—come standard. An
electronic whiteboard helps capture brainstorming sessions, and impressive LED screens add a powerful punch
to meetings and a subtle mood for social occasions.
Elevate your event at The Meeting Place on Celebrity Edge—perfect for any occasion, from spectacular meetings
and trade shows to memorable weddings and reunions.
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OUR REVOLUTIONARY NEW SHIP
SETS SAIL NOVEMBER 2018
THE CARIBBEAN

With an incredible ship designed to highlight the destinations, we decided to
start in the corner of the world so often referred to as “paradise”—the Caribbean
islands. Celebrity Edge offers two sun-drenched itineraries from Fort Lauderdale.
The minute you set sail, you’ll feel completely connected to the islands—and every
shimmering nautical mile of sea that connects them. Celebrity Edge begins island
hopping through the Caribbean this December.

THE MEDITERRANEAN

After Celebrity Edge’s debut in the Caribbean, we decided to take her to the sundrenched destinations of the Mediterranean. We designed dynamic itineraries to
complement this incredibly dynamic ship. Escape on sailings ranging from 7 to 11
nights from Southampton, Barcelona, and Rome and visit the south of France, the
Greek Isles, Italy, Spain—cities every world traveller should have on their bucket lists.
A holiday on Celebrity Edge will change the way you experience the world.

